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5th Day General Sesshin

The part we read today isn’t a different day, it isn’t a different dharma talk from the High

Seat, it is simply the continuation of the part we read yesterday. Yesterday, I talked about the

part where Rinzai asks the monk, “What mistake have I made?” This monk who answers then is

a very great monk and he says, “A second sin will not be permitted.” And then Rinzai shouts one

“Kaatz!”  Then although it isn’t written here, the monk fell absolutely silent.  It would have been

better if they would have written, ‘then the monk fell totally silent and then Rinzai also had

totally nothing to do.’  That would make the entire scene more clear.  

This is a very difficult part to really understand.  The reason why it’s so hard is because

you have to understand the Dharma activity, which is the activity that makes all of us and makes

the world that we all live in. The reason why this conversation between this monk and Rinzai is

so difficult is because they are standing right on that Dharma activity while they are talking to

each other.  We could also, equally well say, the Dharma activity is hanging down right in front

of their eyes as they are talking to each other.

Rinzai asks the monk about his shout and says, “Was it a good shout or a bad shout?” He

asks the monk about what he had done.  And of course, truly Rinzai’s shout is neither good nor

evil.  In other words, the Dharma activity, itself, is neither good nor evil.  The Dharma activity,

itself, never does such a thing as committing a sin or not committing a sin.  The monk really saw

into this fundamental principal and that is why he is able to express himself by saying, “The thief

in the grass has met complete defeat.”  In other words he is saying, ‘The petty thief has escaped.’

What he means is that, ‘although you tried to steal something from me the situation ended

without anything being stolen.’  And that’s why Rinzai then says, “What is the sin here?  What is

the mistake here?”  The meaning of this is, ‘Is what I did, a violation of the Dharma activity or

not?’ The monk replies, “I won’t permit you to steal again.” It is at a time like this that we might
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expect Rinzai to hit the monk with a big stick or push him to the ground, because that’s what he

liked to do so much. But he doesn’t in this case, he just shouts!  If you are not a person who has

seen into the will-less activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, then it simply isn’t possible to truly

see this scene between Rinzai and this monk.

  If it’s a truly loving couple, if it’s a couple who is truly in harmony with each other, then

no matter what they do, if other people from the outside criticize them, those criticisms will

never hit the mark.  If it’s a really harmonious couple and someone appears and criticizes them,

then they will simply laugh at the person that’s criticizing them. 

 In the continuation of this chapter, this taking of the high seat, we are told that another

monk came and questioned Rinzai.  The nature of the question that this monk asks has to do with

something that  happened that  day,  after  that  first  Dharma talk.   And it  was probably in the

morning that two monks met, the monk of the eastern hall and the monk of the western hall.  We

don’t really have two halls here, so it isn’t really comparable to anything that we have at Mt.

Baldy, but maybe we can say that the shika met the jikijitsu.  In those days, however, they did

have two distinct zendos, so two jikijitsus, the eastern jikijitsu and the western jikijitsu.  It isn’t

written where they met, in front of whose zendo, or in the zendo.  It isn’t written clearly, but

wherever they met, they face each other squarely and right at the same time they both shout!

The question the monk asks is about the meeting of the eastern and western Jikijitsus and he

says, “We all know that they met each other, and right at the same moment they both gave one

KAATZ!  But I ask you, Was there a subject and an object in that?”

 Now that question can be interpreted to mean, ‘Who was plus and who was minus?’ Or

that question could be interpreted to mean, ‘Was one of them better than the other one, was one

of their powers greater than the other one?’  Rinzai answers, “Aren’t subject and object always

absolutely clear, in whatever situation it is, in whatever world it is?  Aren’t subject and object

always manifesting themselves clearly?” You won’t be able to really understand what Rinzai

says here, if you do not truly grasp the fundamental principal that the Dharma activity not only

makes all of us, but also simultaneously, is making the world that we live in.  Whatever you see,

whether you hold up just one stone and observe it, or whether you look at just one child, or you
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look at children playing with each other, whatever it is, everything is manifest marching firmly

upon the principal of the activity of these two fundamental opposing functions of tatha-gata and

tatha-agata.  This is where I want to ask you, “ Do you really understand what I am saying?” 

 Rinzai teaches his students, “Isn’t it the most obvious thing, isn’t it the most clear  thing,

that subject and object are manifest here, that everything is marching upon the principal of tatha-

gata and tatha-agata, subject and object?”  Then Rinzai continues and he says, “If you of the

assembly, if all of you, want to know what I mean.  And in this case, when he says “I”, he says

‘Rinzai’.  He calls himself by his own name.  He says, “ If you want to know what ‘Rinzai’

means by the tenent of subject and object, host and guest, then ask the two head monks of the

halls.”  And then immediately, he gets down from the high seat.  Whoever you look at, even if

you look right at your self, you yourself are manifesting guest and host, both object and subject.

He says “Ask the two head monks of the halls.”  But if you can interpret this clearly to mean,

‘Look at your own belly button and ask yourself’,  then you’ve really read this part.”  

There should be a part here in the book, the commentary here on this part, this chapter.

This has been traditionally been called the Four Shouts of Rinzai, and so I wanted to find the part

that talks about the Four Shouts of Rinzai, but I’m having trouble finding it.  I think it’s in your

book, so please look it  up yourselves.  There’s  a  part  of the Rinzai  Roku called the Critical

Examinations and that’s where the explanation of the Four Shouts comes in. This is a part where

Rinzai takes the initiative and asks the monk a question.  So, Rinzai takes the initiative and just

talks about these four different kinds of Shouts, even though it doesn’t sound like a question, as a

question.  One after the next, without waiting for a reply, he explains about the Four Shouts, but

unfortunately the translator can’t do all four of them right in a bunch. 

 The  way  that  you  should  understand  these  Four  Shouts  is  that  the  Dharma  activity

manifests itself in four ways. What’s the number one way?  When tatha-gata and tatha-agata

separate from each other, as I always tell you, what happens then? 

I’ve been telling you that when plus and minus separate from each other in between them

a distance is manifest.  As I always tell you that is the very foundation of a self, that is the very

beginning of the manifestation of a self.  Is that state fixated or not?  In no way is that state of the
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manifestation of the imperfect self fixated.  That self undoubtedly will dissolve itself and again

the perfect state is manifest.  So, what was the condition before the self appeared?  Before the

self appears then, the state of the unification of subject and object, the unification of host and

guest was manifest. The unification of guest and host is the perfect, complete condition, but what

state occurs after that? 

The  Dharma activity  manifests  the  self  in  four  essential  ways.  You have  to  come to

understand that Rinzai’s Four Shouts are talking about the Dharma activity itself, four ways that

the Dharma activity manifests itself. (The translator really has to apologize for not having the

real translation of these Four Shouts, but I’ll do my best…)The first shout is called the Shout of

the Diamond Sword of the Vajra King. And that means the manifestation of the wisdom that

doesn’t need to seek anything, that embraces everything.  To make it really easy, we can just say

that the manifestation of True Love embraces everything.   That means that you don’t need to see

or  be  seen  by anything.   As  long  as  you’re  trying  to   look  at  somebody,  or  wondering  if

somebody is looking at you, you actually aren’t going to be manifesting True Love.  And so that

is the First Shout, the first Diamond Sword Shout of Rinzai.  I hope that you understand it.  

But what about the self that appears through the separation of guest and host, what sort of

a self is that?  The self that appears receiving an equal amount of plus and minus, what kind of a

self is that self?  Of course, that is the self that sees and is seen. The self that is seen is seen by

both the past world and the future world.  And the self sees both the past and future world as

itself. 

 So, one of the next shouts that Rinzai speaks about talks about a lion sitting there looking

at everything.  This lion observes past and future, observes everything and sees everything as

itself.  We have to manifest this wisdom that sees past and future, mother and father as ourselves.

Also, you have to very deeply and more deeply, contemplate and think, ‘How are mother and

father looking at you?’  You see them as yourself, but how are they seeing you?  So that is the

self that is striving to manifest the unification of subject and object.  

Then one more Shout,  is  the Shout that  doesn’t  having any meaning,  doesn’t  mean a

shout, doesn’t manifest as a shout.  When subject and object, guest and host, completely come
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together, then there is no need to think and there is no need to search for anything.  To really

investigate these Shouts of Rinzai is difficult. If you just take what I have said today and think

that you really understand it would be a big mistake.  

When you analyze Rinzai’s Shouts you get these four.  Two of them are in the separation

of subject and object, one just when subject and object separated, and the other the self striving

to manifest unification again. And the reason why there are four is because the Dharma activity

itself manifests these four. Everyone likes to talk about the Shout of Rinzai, but don’t forget

there are actually four different manifestations of this shout and if you can see that clearly then

you can go back to the questions and answers between Rinzai and these monks and see those

clearly, as well. 

 The last shout described is described as a shout that doesn’t function as a shout, a shout

that doesn’t have any meaning at all.   And I’d like you to be really able to understand what that

kind of a shout that is.  The two previous shouts are important, the shout that recognizes mother

and father as yourself, and the shout which knows just how much love mother and father are

giving you. Those are both important.  But it isn’t until you get to this last Shout which has no

meaning, which has no will, which has no comparisons in it, that you are really manifesting the

Dharma activity, itself. Although we have more time left today, since this is a good place to stop

and if I start talking about something else that will take a long time, so maybe we should just

stop here.

終

The End
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